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Abstract 
 

This study investigated the use of UV-visible spectral imaging for the location and 

enhancement of substances of forensic interest using targeted approaches based on the 

spectrum of the substance. 

 

Spectral enhancement procedures were developed for blood with and without chemical 

enhancement, and for latent fingermarks after chemical enhancement. Focus was on 

substances whose spectrum exhibited a steep change in absorbance or fluorescence 

over a small wavelength range. Substances with such spectral features were able to be 

enhanced using arithmetic combinations of two or three spectral images taken at 

wavelengths near the steep spectral feature. 

 

Some enhancement reagents do not react to produce a product with a steep spectral 

feature suitable for photographic enhancement. In such cases reagents that compliment 

spectral imaging can be developed. A tridentate ligand for iron(II), BBIDMAPP, 

which forms a complex with a narrow intense charge-transfer band, was synthesised 

and was used to visualise muddy shoemarks. 

 

UV-visible spectral imaging systems based on a liquid crystal filter or a filter wheel 

were constructed to facilitate the acquisition of the spectral images and to perform the 

enhancement operations. A thorough characterisation of the imaging systems 

determined their limitations and sources of artefacts which could lead to complications 

in interpreting the enhanced images. 

 

The spectral imaging procedure used to visualise blood was incorporated into a  

near-real-time, hand-held imaging system for the location of blood staining. This 

prototype imaging system is capable of acquiring two spectral images simultaneously, 

perform the enhancement procedure, and display the enhanced image within 5 s, which 

would make it suitable as a non-chemical presumptive screening test for blood at crime 

scenes. 
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Image 4.1 Shoemark one (50 times blood dilution) and shoemark two (500 times blood dilution) on 
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415 / 440 nm image of shoemark nine, f) 415 / 460 nm image of shoemark nine. All spectral 
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Image 4.8 Fingermark one(b) Zn-RP(nin): a) Colour image of fingermark one before zinc 
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500470

485*2

+
; d)

510460

485*2

+
; e) 485/550; f) 485/420; g) Principal 

component image 2; h) enlargement from f, i) enlargement from g. 130 
Image 4.9 Fingermark two RP(benzo(f)nin, principal components analysis: a) colour reflectance 

image, b) reflectance at 440 nm, c) 
480*400

440 , d) PC 4 from 60 frame input image, e) PC 5 
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from d, e, and f, h) PC 5 from 5 frame subset image taken from 60 frame image cube (400, 

440, 500, 600, 700 nm) i) colour image generated from PC 3 PC 4 and PC 5 from 5 frame 

input image. 132 
Image 4.10 Fingermark two(b) Cd-RP(benzo(f)nin) enhanced using a three wavelength 

correction: a) 550 nm image b) 
545*555

550 , c) 
535*565

550 , d) 
530*570

550 , e 
525*575

550 , f) 

520*580
550 , g) 

515*585
550 , h) 
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550 , i) 

505*595
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correction.: a) 550/505 nm; b) 550/515 nm; c) 550/525 nm; d) 550/535 nm; e) 550/545 nm; f) 

550/555 nm; g) 550/565 nm; h) 550/575 nm; i) 550/585 nm. 136 
Image 4.12 Fingermark two(b),  Comparison between geometric and arithmetic average  a) 

530*570
550 , b) 

530570
550*2
+

,c) ratio of images: 
b
a

11.4
11.4

 138 

Image 4.13 Fingermark three: a) 570 nm reflectance image b) 605 nm reflectance image; c) 

570r/605r 141 
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2
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550*2
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. 152 
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nm; b) fixed pattern noise(FPN) for 3 min exposure time; c) emission at 880 nm image - FPN 
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nm (corrected for FPN) 153 
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566*2
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 g) 

646 nm image,  h) 
2

666626646 +
− ; i) 

666626
646*2
+

, the square in e) represents the area used 

for the spectral measurement shown in Figure 4.19 156 
Image 4.19 Fingermark eight, left side treated with Eu(TTA)3.phen, right side treated with 

Panacryl: a) colour reflectance image, b) colour fluorescence image (ex 365 nm), c) single 

wavelength image, Eu = 615 nm, Panacryl = 510 nm, d) Eu = 
2

625605615 +
− , Panacryl = 
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+
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535485510 +
− , e)Eu = 
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+

, Panacryl = 
535485
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, f) enlargement of 

images c, d and e where the area of enlargement is indicated by a rectangle in each image.

 160 
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Rhodamine 6G = 560 nm, c) Eu = 
2

625605615 +
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615*2
+
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and treated with BBIDMAPP and ascorbic acid; layout according to Table 5.5. The numbers 

on the filter paper are for identification purposes only. 198 
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Image 5.4 Image set of a single shoemark treated first with thiocyanate (left) and then with 
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light image of shoemark treated with BBIDMAPP after thiocyanate (c) single wavelength 
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Image 5.5 Image set of a single shoemark treated first with thiocyanate (left) and secondly with 

BBIDMAPP (right). (a) Two wavelength division of thiocyanate shoemark (480/550 nm) (b) 

Two wavelength division of BBIDMAPP treated shoemark (615/640), arrow shows where 

loss of detail has occurred. (c) second principal component image of thiocyanate treated 

shoemark (d) second principal component image of BBIDMAPP treated shoemark. 205 
Image 5.6 Image set of soil shoemark on polished wooden floor. (a) Shoemark treated with 

thiocyanate. (b) shoemark treated with BBIDMAPP. 207 
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. 210 
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f= 4.0 exp =20ms. 259 
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